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Abstracts: The present study was aims to develop the mercury resistant bacteria from mercury sensitive
bacteria. The contaminated soil samples were collected from around the BHEL (Bharath Heavy Electrical
Limited),  Tiruchirappalli.  The  isolation of bacteria from soil sample was done by nutrient agar plate method.
The isolated organisms present in nutrient agar medium containing Mercury (II) Chloride for identification of
mercury resistant and sensitive bacteria. A total of fifteen colonies were isolated from the polluted soil sample.
Among them colony number twelve showed better growth in high HgCl  concentration, indicating the mercury2

resisting capacity of Staphylococcus aureus identified by morphological and biochemical tests like IMVIC,
Triple Sugar ion, Catalase, Citrate Utilization, Coagulase, Oxidase, Starch Hydrolysis, Urease Hydrolysis. Out
of fifteen colonies, seventh colony shows no growth which was sensitive to mercury i.e. E. coli confirmed by
the presence of green metallic sheen observed in EMB plates. The plasmid DNA from Staphylococcus aureus
was isolated and transformed into mercury sensitive E. coli. After the transformation the sensitive E. coli get
mercury resistant capacity was confirmed by agarose gel electrophoresis.
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INTRODUCTION in sediments where it becomes methylated by anaerobic

Contamination  of  soils  and  water  by  heavy  metals highly toxic organomercurial compound. The toxicity of
is the most serious environmental problem and has mercury greatly depends on the form present in the
significant implications for human health. Soils are environment. Inorganic mercury forms are usually less
generally regarded as the ultimate sink for heavy metals harmful than organic forms, partly because they bind
discharged into the environment and many heavy metals strongly to soil components that reduce their availability
are bound to soils [1,2]. Mercury is one of the most toxic and absorption. On the contrary, organomercurials are
pollutants threatening our health and ecosystems, has highly toxic because of their hydrophobicity, which
been introduced from natural and anthropogenic sources. facilitates their movement across cell membranes and
Recent estimates calculate the annual global emissions accumulation in membrane bound organelles, inhibiting
between 4800-8300 tons per year. The cost of remediation essential oxidative and photosynthetic pathways. The
of each pound of mercury from the environment using toxic effects of methyl mercury are further magnified at
current technologies is in the range of tens of thousands higher trophic levels owing to increased accumulation in
of dollars. Therefore, finding alternate remediation tissues [4,5]. Heavy metals are known to be powerful
approaches is an urgent need [3]. In the Indian inhibitors of xenobiotics biodegradation activities.
subcontinent power generation is mainly dependent upon Alleviation the inhibitory effect of these metals on the
the thermal power units and coal is burnt as a fuel for the phenol biodegradation activities in presence of heavy
production of heat and electricity. In India, bituminous metals resistant plasmid was investigated. A bacterial
and sub-bituminous coals are used which contain over strain Pseudomonas putida PhCN (pPhCN1, pPhCN2)
40% of ash. At present, 80-90 million tons of fly ashes are contained two plasmids, a 120 Kb catabolic plasmid that
generated from 85 existing coal based thermal power encode for breakdown of phenol (pPhCN1) and pPhCN2
plants. Coal contains trace metals of which mercury is plasmid (100 Kb) that code for cadmium and copper
most toxic for humans and aquatic fauna. Mercury is resistant [6]. Mercury resistant bacteria isolated from
usually released in the metal or ionic form, accumulating contaminated environments have high potential to remove

sulfate-reducing bacteria to produce methyl mercury, a
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Hg from factory effluents. So it is suggested that mercury collected using pre-cleaned polythene bags. The mercury
elimination ability of these bacteria should be evaluated. polluted  soil  samples  were  serially  diluted  upto  10 .
Moreover we can genetically engineer these isolates to The diluted samples 10  and 10  were selected for bacterial
reach better in removal of Hg [7]. isolation. Bacterial enumeration was done by pour plate

Biological  remediation  of mercury contamination method and nutrient agar medium was used to enumerate
may replace or be used in conjunction with engineering- the total bacterial count. Average bacterial counts of the
based methods, potentially reducing both the cost and replicates were recorded. Morphologically dissimilar
environmental impact. Mercury-resistant bacteria are now colonies were randomly selected and isolated and were
considered a potential approach to biological remediation. maintained in slants at 4°C for bacterial characterization.
Bioremediation strategies including biotransformation, The isolated colonies were plated on nutrient agar plates
biosorption and bioprecipitaion of mercurials have been supplemented with HgCl  at two different concentrations
developed and rarely been applied to remediation of as 50 µL, 100 µL. Bacterial colonies which showed better
mercurials in the environment [8,9]. Biotransformation growth in HgCl  plates was taken and streaked in the
through bacterial reduction and voltililzation of mercurials nutrient agar slants and stored. The Hg resistant and
mediated by the bacteria mercury-resistant for the sensitive bacterial colonies were identified by
environmental remediation of mercury pollution has been morphological and biochemical test for further studies.
one of the most actively studied processes [10-14].
Advances in genetic engineering technique have opened Plasmid Screening and Transformation: Plasmid DNA
up new avenues to move toward the goal of genetically was isolated from Hg resistant bacterial strain
engineered bacteria to function as designer biocatalysts Staphylococcus aureus by the alkaline lysis method as
in which certain functional protein from different bacteria described by Birnboim and Doly, [18]. The isolated
are brought together in a single bacterial cell with the aim plasmid DNA was visualized and detected by Agarose gel
of performing a specific reaction [15]. The transfer of electrophoresis [19,20]. The Hg sensitive E. coli strain
plasmids conferring resistance to heavy metals has also was used as the host for transformation of plasmid DNA
been demonstrated in metal contaminated sites such as isolated from the Hg resistant S. aureus. Selection of
those near smelters [16], but little work has been done in transformed cells were inoculated into HgCl  treated
soils contaminated with metals [17]. The present study nutrient agar plates and then incubated. The
was aims to carry out the transformation of sensitive transformants were also analyzed for thin plasmid content
bacteria into mercury resistant bacteria against mercury by the alkaline lysis method and compared with the
pollution. plasmid profile of the wild-type strains through Agarose

MATERIALS AND METHODS inexpensive screening method for detection of plasmids

Isolation   and    Identification   of   Bacterial   Strains: This procedure is actively simple when compared to
The  soil  sample  was  collected  from  polluted  site expensive density gradient centrifugation.
around the BHEL (Bharath Heavy Electricals Limited),
Tiruchirappalli, Tamilnadu. Bharat Heavy Electricals RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Limited (BHEL) is the largest engineering and
manufacturing enterprise in India in the energy-related The objective of this study is to develop mercury
and infrastructure sector which includes Power, Railways, resistant bacteria from sensitive bacteria through plasmid
Telecom, Transmission and Distribution, Oil and Gas DNA transformation. Many bacterial heavy metal
sectors and many more. It is the 12th largest power resistances have been studied for many years especially
equipment manufacturer in the world. BHEL was in contaminated regions. Resistance to toxic heavy metals
established more than 50 years ago, ushering in the has been found in bacteria from clinical and environmental
indigenous Heavy Electrical Equipment industry in India. origins. The genetic determinants of resistance are
BHEL manufactures over 180 products viz. gas and stream frequently  located   on   plasmids   or   transposons  [21].
turbine, electrical generators, transformer, circuit beakers, In  the  present  study,  fifteen  colonies  were  isolated
boilers, battery operated vehicle etc. are the major from polluted soil sample. Altogether ten colonies were
products which consumes mercury directly or indirectly found  to  be  sensitive  to  mercury  and  five  colonies
in their manufacturing process. The samples were were  resistant to mercury as a result of mercury toxicity.
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gel electrophoresis. Agarose gel electrophoresis is an

and size determined in a wide variety of bacterial species.



Identification of transformed E. coli
resistant plasmid DNA

Lane 1 – Marker DNA
Lane 2 & 3 - Staphylococcus aureus plasmid DNA
Lane 4 & 5 – Escherichia coli resistant plasmid DNA

26.2 kb26.2 kb

28.3 kb
31.6 kb
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The  decreased  growth  at  higher  concentration of agarose gel electrophoresis at UV transilluminator.
HgCl   (100µL)    that     reveal    that    mercury   affects Resistance to mercury is mainly due to the physiological2

the  growth  of  bacteria.  The  status  of  mercury mechanisms of bacteria like activation, impermeability, by
resistance  was   screened   as   isolated   colonies by pass and altered target site. Early it was thought that
using  HgCl   treated   agar    plating   method.    Among resistance to particular substance is due to adaptation,2

them   colony   number   twelve   showed   better  growth but now it is proved that resistance is required by
in high HgCl  concentration (100µl), indicating the mutation rather than by adaptation. Metal toxicity is due2

mercury  resisting  capacity  and  the colony number to reaction of metal ions with the substance necessary for
seven showed no growth was observed  which is its macromolecule synthesis and finally results in the
sensitive to mercury. The resistant and sensitive bacteria death  of  the  organism [23] and this may the reason for
were identified as respectively Staphylococcus aureus E. coli sensitivity towards Hg. Resistance to mercury is
and Escherichia coli. After the transformation the not only required by transforming the plasmid from
plasmid DNA from Staphylococcus aureus in to sensitive resistant to sensitive organism but also by using plasmid
E. coli which gets resistant capacity against mercury. It as a vectors, where the gene for mercury resistance is
was screened by plating on HgCl  treated Agar plates. cloned and allowed to express sensitive cells. The2

Transfer of resistance genes between bacteria of different occurrence of 26.2-kbp plasmid was found in
species  and  genera occurs easily and frequently in transformants E. coli suggests that the mercury-
nature [22]. resistance genes from Staphylococcus aureus origin

The plasmid  DNA  isolated  from the  mercury transferred into sensitive E. coli.
resistant  bacteria  was  transformed  to  sensitive  cells
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